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ABSTRACT' .
.

. , -A. group of studies of children's understanding of...,

narratives, the degree to which knowledge available in t:.e child's,

first language/is used -in 4nderstanding secdhd-language input, and
the ,relationship between knowledge use in two languaged as children
become bilingual and acquire age-appropriate litency skills are .

discussed. The subjects were bilingual children in kindergarten
through fifth grade with either English or Spanish as a firstL
language. Their reading and listening compra0ension of selected

... Aesop', fables was measured by means'of story recall, "why," and
moral-of-the-story questions. The results indicated that knowledge
used to 'guide -story comprehension hm a .first language is 'also used to
guide it in the second language, contingent on mastery of basic
auditory or'orthographic coding skills in the second language. This
'finding reinforces the instructional practice of using the primary

... linguage as the language of instruction while English is introduced
as a second language. In addition., while there may be some skills
that require direct 4nstruction, on which students may be expected to
aiffelqas a function of classroom lesson plans, these seem to be
transitory, not persisting for more than one grade. The data also
indicate that. narrative comprehension skills as assessed ip these

studies are no different Lor students Yearning in either one language,
or two during elementary school. (MSE)
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APPLYING FIRST-LANGUAGE SKILLS TO SECOND-L6NGUAGE COMPREHENSION:
NARRATIVE COMPREHENSION BY SPANISH-ENGLISH SPEAKERS*

Susan R. Goldman
Marti Reyes
Connie Varnhagen

The narrative story holds an impiortance place in Ichldren's lives. The

narrative form originated in the oral tradition, prior to the invention of

writing, systems. tprrativesvwere a primary mechanism for preserving and

transmitting a culture's history. A relatively fixed structure for the narra-

tive developed, probably to make such tales easier .eo remember. As writing

systems evolved, the functions of narratives broadened to incl e entertain-

ment as well as the communication of socie al values and mores. hswa human

evolution in general, narratives have an eat1.17' place of k2Fortance in a

child's development. Tong With conversation and dialogue, narrative stories

are among the first types of organized language to which children are exposed.
m.

Many three- and four-year-olds also attempt to produce their own ha2ratives

and often'do so very well.

Children's experiences with narratives lead to knowledge of the typical

form of these stories and to familiarity with the sorts of situations, events,

and themes comprising the content (handler and Johnsori, 1977; Poulsen et .

al., 1979). These outcomes are important components in t developmentdevelopment of

literacy and in beginning reading instruction. Often, the first written lan-

guage children see is dialogue; this is quickly followed by short narrative

*This paper is a revised version of one ptesented at the Twelfth Annual Inter-
national Bilingual Bicultural Education Conference of the National Associa-
eon for Bilingual Education, Washington, D.C., February 1983. The research
project was supported by a grant from the National Institute of Education and

Part C Research Agenda.
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stories. The process of comprehending these stories depends, in part, on

using previously acquired knowledge to.enCode the message and, later, to re-

trieve it. Knowledge of narrative content and form may be particularly impor-'

4

tant in children's ability to- produce organized language, whether oral or

41
written (Stein and Trabasso, 1982).

0

,

For the monolingual English speaker, knowledge acquired through oral Ian-.

guage experiences prior to school entrance his been in English. These expe-

riences, obviously, are applicable 'to written English. Barring some type of

cognitive and/or language disability, the child uses' this knowledge base in

the ciassroan. For the native Spanish speaker, knowledge acquired through

oral language experiences prior to school entrance has generally has been

through Spanish. A signifibant amount of research (Caramazza and Brones,
%

1979, 1980; Kintsch,. 1970; Lopez and Young, 1974) has addressed. the question

of whether bilingOals hive 1ai1guage- specific knowledge systems or a common

system. While the evidence appear's to favor the common-qstem interpretation

(Dornyic, 1979; Madnamara, 1967; McCormack, 1977), we feel,that this is a prob-

lematic empirical issue. The important issues concern the circumstances' tinder

which previously acquired. knowledge is used in processing new language input,

whether Spanish or English.
*

We examined children's understanding of narrativesp.the degree to which

knowledge available in the child's first language is used in understanding

second-language input, and the relationship between knowledge use in twill lan-

guages as children become bilingual and acquire age-appropriate literacy

skills. We used a particular type df'narrative text to examine this issue:

Aesop's fables.
9

. This type narrative has at least two characteristics that make it a

good starting place. Aesop's tables are a' familiar part of the literary tra-



dition of both Spanish and English cultures (Bravo-Villasante, 1973; Child-

craft, )973). In addition, educational researchers have uoed narratives in

the assessment of language proficiency in bilingual-and monolingual'children

(Cohen, 1975; John et als 1970; Lambert and Macnamara, 1969). In fact,

some of the most widely used language assessment instruments, e.g., the Lan-

guage Assessment Scales (DeAvila andi, Duncan, 1976) and tha Bilingual

Inventory of Natural 'Language (1974), use story recall or story-telling

tasks. However, 'the scoring and interpretation of performance on these in-

struments does not reflect current empirical work in this area. The results

and conclusion's regaWhg language proficiency may be confounded with differ-
*

ences in structural characteristics of the presented storieS, and are difficult

to interpret, given the lack of basic, descriptive deVelopmental data on story

recall by nonnative English speakers in first and,second languages. Finally,

a number of systems haye-,been developed for describing the organizational

structure of this type of narrative (Johnson and Mandler, 1980; Rumdahart,

1977; Stein and Glenn, 1979; Wilensky, 1980).

One of the stories we used is shown in Table 1. In this structure, there

are three Behavioral episodes, each consisting of A beginning, reaction,

development, and outcome. The beginning sets up the iroblem, the reaction

typically relates goals and emotional responses to the problem, the destblop--

ment relates attempts to deal with the problem, and the outcome gives informa-

.

tion about'the result of the attempts. The fable'Shown in Table 1 involves

three characters; ,two of these, the atit and the dove, interact cooperatively

in, all three episodes. The dove first helps the ant to get a drink and then

helps save the ant from drowning. In the third episode,,when the ant sees

that the dove is in trouble, she heps the dove. This fable illustrates the
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SAMPLE FABLE USED IN THE RESEICH

The Ant and the Dove

Once there was an ant who was walking along.

,Suddenly, ahe stopped.
"I'm thirsty," said the ant.

rtaly don't you get a drink of water from the river?"
said a dove who was sitting in a'nearby tree.
"The river is close by.
Just be careful you don't fall in."

The nt went quickly to the river
and began to drink.

Suddenly, the wind blew the ant Anto the water.

"Help!" cried the ant.
"I'm drowning."

The dove heard the cry
and went quickly to save the -ant.

The dove broke a branch from the tree with her teak.
Then, the dove flew over the river with the branch.
and dropped it to the ant.

The ant climbed onto the branch
and floated to shore.

Not long after, the anE saw a hunter.
The hunter was setting a trap.

He hid tip trap
so he could catch the dove.

The dove was flying toward the trap.
So, the ant bit the hunter's ankle as hard as s he could.

The hunter let out a loud scream, "Ouch!"
The dove heard the hunter
and flew away.

BEST COVI
1'.11

frr.1
'

AO,

La HOrmiga y la Paloma

J
Una4ez habli un hormiga (146 iha caminantr.

De pronto, ee par6.'

"Tengo sad," dijo la hormiga.

"dPor glue no babes ur1 poco de aqua dal arroyo?"
dijo una palama qua estate en una Tama de un Utah
"El arroyo este cure.
Pero cuidado no to aaigas-en el."4

La hormiga #ue al 66
y.conenz6,4 teber.

De repente, un viento avent6 a

"lAyudamel" grit6 la hormiga.
"ipe ahogol"

la hoi4la al aguao

La paloma oy6 e1 grito.
y fue pronto a salver a la hormigt:

La paloma quebr6 una ramitadal 4rbol con el pico.
Despues, la palace volt sabre el arroyo con la ramita
y la dej6 caer *rt...., a la hormiga.

La hormiga se eubi6 a la ramita
y frOt6 haste la orilla.

Pow despu6s, la hormiga vi6 a un cazador.
El cazador estate preparandouna Lrampa.

, .

El esoondie Ia ttike
para colter a la paloma

La paloma comenz6 a volar hacia la trAa.
Asf, que la khormiga monii6 el tobillo del cazador tan
fuerte,00mo pado.

"iAyl" grit6 el casador.
La palame oy6 al cazador
y sali6 volando.

I
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floral, "One good turn deserves "other." (Note that this tagline moral was

not presented with the stories)

We also used ..a second'structure, again consisting of three episodes and

three characters. In the second structure, the first two episodes involve e.

goal-conflict and its resolution. A squirrel wakes up a lion; the lion is

about to eat the squirrel,-and the squirrel must bargain his way out of the'

situation. Heidoes so,promising to help the lion some day, even 'though he is

much small( than the lion. In the third episode, the lion is in trouble and

the sguirrel.does act' to help him out of it. This fable illustrates the mor-

al, "Little friends may prove great friends." Unlike the first structure,

there ..4 a more explicitcbligation to help in the third episcde.

We used- these structures in a series of comprehension studies, involving

t`ti
students in kindergarten through fifth grade. Different and age-appropriate

liEeracy skills ;Jere tested in the various experiments. Rather than describe

each experiment and its reiplts, we will discuss the data to address two is-

sues. The first issue concerns toe relationship between comprehension of

.

Spanish-1. and English-language input by students exposed to both lan-

guages. The second issue concerns the relationship between students using

both Spanish and English, compared with those using only English during ele-

mentary school. Three different aspects of comprehension were assessed by

usilig three dependent measures, outlined in Table 2. The first measure was

based on a story-recall task: mean number of statements remembered. The sec-

ond measurepwas based on a probe-question task. Four "why" questions were

asked for each prekented'kory. In answering these, children gave reasons for
4

the actions of the various ch racters. A percent-correct score was derived

from th oe data. Finally, we asked the children, "What lesson does the story

teach?" "We classified responses to this question into those representing

a
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Tasks

1. Story recall
0

t

Table 2

MEASURES OF COMPREHENSION

2, "Why" probe questions,
(e.g., "Why did the ant
go to the river?")

3. "What lesson" question,

Derived Measures

Mean number of statements recalled
or summarized across.

Percent correctly answered. (We

t) scorpdbmore than one type of re-.
7 spons- as correct;.e.g..,."to get

a drink" and "he was ;thirsty"
.were both scored as correct.)

P6rceht of responses that general-
ized from the specifics of the
story. (Generalizes: "You should
help others." Does not generalize:
"The ant bit the hunter.")

6

abstractions from the story and those that didnot. By abstraction, we'mean

generalized statements oonveyinga moral or general principle illustrated by

the story. This type of response is not necessarily a direct result of exact

memory fix, the presented information. A moral represents a generalization

fr&n the concrete activities depicted in the story. It neither

oon/ent-specific nor tied to particular events or characters in the story.

)The experiments involved testing a variety of students. Subjects dif-

.

fered along the dimensiont of age, language of beginning reading, degree of
a

exposure to Engliph-as-a-second-language (ESL) and Spanish-as-a-second-

language (SSWt All testing was oonducted(during March and April. Table 3

gives an abbreviated.description ctthe.groups and tasks administered. They
4

are further described.rtefo;lows: as&

Kindekgarten. A totalr.,g 21 students wejm tested. For 13, Spanish

was the primary language. They received ESL instruction with all other activ-

2

Q.1
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Table 3

SUBJECT GROUPS, CONDITIONS, AND RECALL DAT( FOR NARRATIVES

Grade groups and Descriptions
Level

Condition Mean Recall
(Max = 28)

K 13 ESL; Spanish first language

8 Monolingual English; no Spanish
instruction; reading at level

Listen/Retell Spanish, 6.35
English 1.96

English- 4.06

16 ESL; reading in Spanish
at level

12 SSL; reading in English
at level

16 Monolingual English; no Spanish
instruction; reading at level

Listen/Retell Spanish 11.9
English 9.7

Spanish 2.13
English 12.42

English 9.66.

10 ESL; reading in Spanish
at level . .

10 SSL; reading in English
at level

8 Monolingual English; no Spanish
instruction; reading at level

Listen/Retell Spanish 12.15
English 9.95

Spanish .8

English 16.15

English 12.31

3 10 ESL; reading In Spanish at leve
readiness for English reading

10 Reading in English; exited from
bilingual classroom.after first
or second grade

10 Monolingual English; no Spanish

instruction; reading at level
in English

Listen/Retell Spanish 14.2
English 11.9

Spanish 8.8

English 15.2

English 15.5

4 12 Began reading in Spanish;
reading in English one year

Monolingual English

Read/Retell Spanish
,,,English

English

18.08
16.96

16.31

5-6 12 Began reading n Spanish; reading

at level in Spanish and'English

/8 ESL; reading in Spanish at third-
fourth level; one year in program

8 SSL; reading in English at level

40 Monolingual .mglish; reading in
English at level

Read/Write Spanish
English

,Listen/Write Spanish
English

PpaniSh
English

Read/Write English

17.34 04-

18.2

17.56
13.4

13.13 ,,.

16.56

17.53

443
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ities in Spanish. Their scores on the
.

Language Facility Test (Dailey,

1980) were zones two or three in Spanish, indicating limited proficiency but

normal levels of Spanish proficiency. These children listened to both Spanish

and English stories. English was the primary language of eight of the chil-

dren who were from a traditional monolingual classroom. These children lis-

tened to English versions of these etories.

First grade., This sample consisted of three groups of subjects.

Sixteen were children who began reading in Spanish and were receiving ESL.

Twelve began reading in English and were receiving SSL. The third group oon-

sised of monolingual English speakers who received no Spanish instruction.

'11

Second grade. Three groups oamparable to the first -grade groups were

tested. There were ten each in the ESL and SSL groups and eight monolingual

English speakers.

Third grade. Three groups of third graders were tested, ten subjects

in each group. The first group began reading in Spanish and were receiving.

ESL. They had had one month of after-school instruction in readiness for Cng-
;

lish reading but had not yet begun English reading. 'A second group had begun

reading in Spanish but had been cited from the bilingual program during first

orisecond grade and were in monolingual English classrooms. The third group

was oomprised of monolingual English students who had received no instruction

in Spanish.

Fourth grade. Twelve students who began reading in Spanish and had

been reading in English for about one year participated. The second group was

composed of eight monolingual English speakers.

Fifth/sixth grade. Four grouper of fifth and sixth graders from com-

bined fifth/sixth-grade classrooms were tested. Forty were monolingual Eng-

40
ljsh speakers who were reading at grade level in English and receiving no
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instruction in Spanish. The remainin4.28 students represented three groups in

bilingual program classrooms. TWelve had begun reading in Spanish and were

reading in Spanish and Englishat gradele'vel. Eight were reading in English

at grade level and were receiving SSL. Eight had been in the classroom for

approximately one year and were receiving ESL.. They were reading in Spanish

at the third-fourth grade level.

The first-, second-, and fifth-grade students in the SSL component con-

sisted of Anglos and whose parents requested placement in a bilingual.

program. /The fifth-grade ESL students represented recent arrivals to the dis=

trict who were classified as limited-English proficient upon entrance to

school. Thethird and fourth graders were drawn from a different school than

the other students. The population "in that school is /predominantly Chicano

and Mexicam.American. The monolingual-English groups coqpisted of children

who were classified as English proficient upon entering school and never par-

ticipated in a bilingual program. At each grade level, the data are from stu-

dents attending the same school.

The tasks (conditions) administered to each group are shown in the third

I

column anTable 3. The tasks reflect types of age-appropriate activities.

For example, by the fifth or sixth grade; students are expected to be able to

write about information they have read, while oral production is expected in

the early grades. It is important to note that we allowed children to do the

recall task in the langualge they preferred, regardless of the language of the

stories. We were interested in what they had understood and remembered and

wanted a measure not confounded with production skills in the particular lan-

guage. klso note that no Student heard or read the same story twice. Our

materials consisted of two examples of each structure with different charac-

ters and events.
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The final column of Table 3 shows the mean number of statements recalled

for each of the various groups and presentation cpnditiOns. This measure rep-

resents the amount of presented story statements reproduced in gist form or

s.Amarized across. Appropriate analyses of variance indicated no structure

effects, no practieffects, and no effects related to whether English or

Spanish input occurred first in the experimental procedure.

To address the issues of knowledge utilii4tion, a series of graphs will
4

be used. The data shown in the top graph of Figure 1 address the relationship

between performance in two languages for those students who began reading in

Spanish and transitioned to4nglish reading al< the end of third/beginning of

fourth grade. These are students who have been in bilingual classrooms sine

- I

entering school. The solid line represents Spanish-1 e input, the dotted

line, English. Significance tests on the differences between the means for

Spanish versus English input at each grade,aevel indicated that the differ-

ences are significant only for the kinderparten children [F(1,12) = 9.53, p <

.01]. For input in both languages, there is a, steady increase across grades

until fourth grade. This trend is fimilar to previdusl reported develop--

mental changes in monolingual English samples on story recall tasks.

We will focus on four additional data points, shown in the lower graph of

Figure 1. The circles indicate performance on Spanish materials and the tri-

angles, performance on English. In third grade, students who transitioned to

-
English in first or second grade did better on English input (X = than

third graders who had not yet transitioned = 11.85, t = 2.39, 18, p<

.05). Nwever, their performance in Spanish was worse, [t = 2.23, df = 18, p

< .05 (8.8 versus 14.2)]. Thqsuperiority in English appears to bertempo-

rary; the performance of the fourth grade bilingual group was equivalent for

English = 16.96) and Spanish input 01 = 18.08). The fifth- and sixth-grade

9ki
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students had been in the bilingual program for approximately one year and were

reading `at the third- and fourth-grade level in Spanish. Their performance

with Spanish input was equivalent to that of the fourth and fifth graders.

Their performance with English input (R = 13.44) was significantly lower than

the fifth- and sixth -grade 'bilingual students (R = 18.17, t = 2.25, df = 18,

p < .05)qbut fell between the performance of third- and fourth-grade groups on

English materials.

M examination of thedata.fram the "why" questions indicates a similar

pattern. Of those who began reading in Spanish, kindergartners were the only

group whose mean percent correct scores werelrigher with Spanish input than

4,
with English. In general, the n, percent correct for the eight, questions

(four !rom Structure 1 and four from Structure 2) tended to be above 65 per-
,'

cent for all of these groups.

As a whole, these data indicate that, once children for whom Spanish. is

the first language have mastered basic auditory English parsing skills, com-
/

prehension of stories in Spanish and English reflects largely equivalent use

of relevant knowledgej We came to this same conclusion for students receiving

SSL. These data are shown in Figure 2.

In the first and second grades, students performed significantly better

on materials presented in Engli,sh over those in Spanish. However, for the

fifth- and sixth-grade students the difference was no longer significant (12

percent).

Performance on toe "why" questions was at ceiling levels in both lan-
e

guages'for these fifth- and sixth-grade students. For the first- and second-

grade students, performance was better after English input than after Spanish

1e,
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input in only three out of eight cases. Our-inirpretation of)ther. slower

acqUisition of Spaniih is -in terms of instructional time differences between

ESL and SSL. Spending only 30 minutes a day on Spanish, and this only "when

there is time," leads to a slower mastery of basic auditor skills. It is

important to note, however, that for both the EST, and SSL students, comprehen-

sion revealed by answers to "why" questions shows an earlier mastery of the

second language. While this is not surprising, in our efforts to assess pro-

ficiency, this should be borne in mind.

These recall-sand "why"-question data indicate that students enrolled in

bilingual programs utilize prior knowledge of story form and content to simi-

lar degrees in both Spanish and English languages, once basic auditory and

orthographic parsing skills are acquired.

16
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OneOne might argue, however, that dealing with two languages in eleMentary

school leads to performance in both languages that is poorer than performance

by monolingual students. The data in Figure 3 illustrate that this is not the

case. This is the recall data for the monolingual English students. It shows

an age-trend similar to that of the bilingual program groups. Comparison with

the bilingual recall data indicates that only in third grade is performance

with English input significantly different. In the third grade, students not.

yet reading English do worse on English inpypt than do monolingual English stu-

. dents'(t = 2.42, df = 18, p < .05). Howeker, performance with Spanish input

for the ESL students is equal to performance with Englisn input for tl mono-

lingual English students (14.2 vs. 15.53);

a

44
O

8

Figure 3

PERFORMANCE BY MONOLINGUAL ENGLISH STUDENTS
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Comparison of the SSL groups with the monolingual groups suggests that

first second grade SSL students may be doing a bit better with English in-

put. The "why"-question data for the monolingual English students again

showed generally high performande (better that'll 65 percent correct) on most of

the questions. There was only one question out of eight on which monolingual

students did better than the other groups and this was only at the kindergar-

ten level.

There yes a good bit of individual variability i.n recall and' some vari-

ability in "why"-question responses in kindergarten, first,-and second grades.
0

We have done some preliminary correlations to determine the consistency of re-

call and question-answering behavior within an individual. All correlations

were positive, indicating that the better the recall the more correct answers

to "why" questionl. Thus, children with little or no recall do not answer the

questions correctly. s are continuing to explore this issue./

The final set of data concerns responses to the "what-lesson" question.

The response pattern mirrors the trends reported in the recall data. The pro-

portion of responses that generalized some moral principle or rule of conduct

is shown in Figure 4 for the ESL students, i.e., those who began reading in
gy

Spanish and transitioned to English reading around the begiiininrof fourth

grade. The data indicate two important points. First, there are no differ-

ences related to language of input at any grade level. Second, it is not

until the fourth grade that more than 50 percent of the responses generalize.

from the story. Below fourth grade, the majority of the responses to this

question involve retelling information from the story. Some of the younger

children also interpreted "lesson" as school lesson and responded "letters,"

"words," "English," or "Spanish."
40

18
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The responses to the lesson question for the monolingual English ftudents

are shown in Figure 5. The greatest difference between the ESL and monolin-

gual students is in the third graders. Differences between kindergarten,

first,,and second grades are not significant. Third-grade monolingual stu-

dents are equivalent to the fourth and fifth graders on this task.

It may 6e,that this difference between the ESL and monolingual students

reflects how classroom time-is spent. Teachers in the monolingual classrooms

may cover questions such as1Ste at a lower grade level than those in the bi-

lingual classrooms. Answering this type of question with a generalization

from the story may be a'skillthat requires some type of instruction, either

of a formal nature in the clgssroom setting or of an informal nature in the

home/parental setting., In contrast, the performance measured by the recall

and "why" questions may be based on knowledge and skills that are acquired

incidentally, without direc,Anstruction.



Figure 5
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In conclusion, our findings indicate that.knowledge
/-r
used to guide story

comprehension in a first language is also used to guide it in the second lan-

guage. This process is contingent upon mastery of basic auditory or ortho-

graphic coding skills in the second-language. This conclusion reinforces the

instructional practice of using the primary lan*e as the language of in-

struction while English is introduced as a second language. There may be some

skills that require direct instruction, on which students can be expected to

differ as a function of classroom lesson plans. However, these appear to be

transitory, not persisting for more than cge grade. The data also indicate

that narrative comprehension skills, as assessed in this research, are no dif-

ferent for students learning in either one language or two during elementary

school.
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